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To make less proficient readers familiar with the metacognitive strategies successful readers use, the teacher can ask the more strategic readers to think-aloud in the presence of other less proficient readers. This approach has been advocated by O’Malley and Chamot (1990). Another instance is stated in Hosenfeld (1984), where she helped “Ricky” acquire strategies of successful readers by going through the text with him and carrying out the strategies successful readers used.

Moreover, the EFL reading teacher can expand or elaborate on the metacognitive reading strategies used in the reading of Persian texts. This suggestion is more relevant only when these strategies have been developed in Persian (reading) classes. The following can be noted in Persian reading classes.

Metacognitive strategies are used while reading, regardless of the language of text. In order to enhance metacognitive strategy-use in Persian reading, it is necessary for the teacher to make the students familiar with the different types of texts and their characteristics and to inform them that different texts may call upon different strategies and that the purpose of reading a text may influence the strategies the reader uses to comprehend a text.

Lorch and van den Brock (1997 in Pressley 1997) have stated that “reading should be studied as a function of reader goals” (p.249).
The metacognitive strategies used in reading both the English texts and the Persian texts were mainly similar and differed only in some cases related to quantity of use. The implications can be summed as follows.

**Implications**

First of all, the teacher should see him/herself as a mediator, as the person whose responsibility is to foster and develop in the reader the techniques and strategies necessary for the reading and comprehending of any kind of text for any purpose. The teacher’s task is to equip the reader with the necessary strategies that may be needed in future occasions to read and digest reading materials when the reading teacher is no longer available. Block (1992) also supported this idea by stating that “by teaching background knowledge and linguistic features, we continue to apply only a bandage to the problem [of miscomprehension] “(p.338).

Therefore, the main aim must be to train readers to be adaptive and to equip them with the strategies they need to able to cope with any type of text in any situation.
was more to the point in matters of scope and mainly proved to have tapped "during reading" metacognitive strategies. Second, the questionnaire was very superficial in the information it gathered, which, of course, was due to its format and the 0-5 scale of answers (to be chosen from). But, the think-aloud protocol gathered data that showed the more in-depth processes that were going on in the readers' minds. Third, even in the questions of the questionnaire that matched the data elicited through the think-aloud protocol, there was not a high correlation between them on the two elicitation techniques. A look at the following question from Levine and Reves (1998) who attempted to seek the difference between two data elicitation instruments, as they called it, for reading and writing tasks, elaborates the point at hand.

His [the subject's] think-aloud report shows that he tries to use the markers of rhetorical structure (formal schemata); in the answers on the Questionnaire, however; he claims not to resort claims not to resort to any discourse markers for logical connections.(p.7)
differences in the ESL readers processes as compared to those of native speakers. The commonalities were in quality (types of strategies used), while differences were quantitative (concerning the frequency of strategy use). Fitzgerald (1995) has maintained that "no differences in outcomes due to the native language backgrounds of the participants were discernible" (p.178). She has continued to state that ESL readers used fewer metacognitive strategies and verbalized their metacognitive strategies less.

Pritchard (1990) has also maintained that ESL readers "used the same metacognitive strategies in ESL reading as in their own [native language] Spanish reading" (reported in Fitzgerald, 1995, p.179). Similar results have been achieved in this study.

The second issue was investigating into two metacognitive reading strategy elicitation techniques -- the questionnaire and the think-aloud protocol -- to see whether they elicited different types of data. The results confirmed the idea that the types of data elicited were different for the two elicitation techniques. The differences lie in the following cases: first, the questionnaire (for the purpose of being more comprehensive) had attempted to cover a larger scope, which in the questionnaire of this study, was referred to as "before reading" metacognitive strategies. On the other hand, the think-aloud protocol
reading. This result, once more, confirms the idea that questionnaires alone may not be sufficient for tapping into metacognitive strategies. That is, reading ability was not a determining factor for metacognitive strategy use. This outcome seems controversial. To display what is meant, Weaver (1990) has maintained that a good reader is “the one who notices when meaning has gone awry... [and] calls upon various ‘fix-it’ strategies ... [called] metacognitive strategies” (p.180). A probable reason for this result could be that the reading measure (the Nelson Standard Reading Test) used in this study was not successful in differentiating good readers from bad readers.

In this study, two main issues were concentrated on. The first one was the subject of commonness of metacognitive reading strategies used in reading both English and Persian texts. The results confirmed two ideas: first of all, that the metacognitive reading strategies used while reading both types of text were of the same kinds, and, second, that the frequency of metacognitive reading strategy use in both types of texts was not very different for the nineteen extracted metacognitive reading strategies. Fitzgerald (1995) has reviewed the research of English as a second language (ESL) learner’s cognitive reading processes carried out in the United States in the past 15 years (from 1980 onward). She has suggested that there were similarities and
reading could not be matched to the data elicited through the think-aloud protocols. The reason for this fact was that the think-alouds were carried out while actual reading was being performed; therefore, most pre-reading metacognitive activities and post-reading metacognitive activities could not be tapped.

**Investigation of Question 3**

To answer this question as to whether there is a significant difference between the metacognitive strategies elicited through the questionnaire for the high and low group in English reading ability in reading English texts - - a t-test was carried out. The results are shown in Table 3.

**Table 3. The T-test for Comparing Frequency of Strategy Use At the High and Low Levels of Reading Ability**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Asymp-sig 2</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.248</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>.217</td>
<td>4.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen in Table 3, the t-observed is not significant. This result points to the fact that low and high reading ability groups did not perform differently on the metacognitive questionnaire for English
relationship between the data elicited by the questionnaire and the think-aloud sessions - - cannot be rejected at the 0.05 level of significance.

There could be explanations to justify the low negative correlations. For instance, the subjects may not have paid enough attention to the answers they chose on the metacognitive questionnaire. They may have chosen answers that seemed acceptable and might have been praised by the researcher. Moreover, Alderson (1992) has stated that respondents may not have meant the same idea as the question designer had intended. And that some respondents tend to choose midpoints on a scale, while others prefer to choose extremes, although both may have had the same attitude to the item in question. Alderson has further reiterated that “one person’s ‘3’ may mean something quite different from that of another person’s, yet in summing responses, counting frequencies and calculating averages we assume that similar responses are the same” (reported in Block, 1998)

Furthermore, only 16 of the 34 questions on the metacognitive questionnaire matched the data elicited from the think-aloud protocols, while the other 18 items on the questionnaire could not be matched to the data elicited from the think-alouds. Especially, the questions that referred to metacognitive strategies used before reading and after
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>7</th>
<th>.114</th>
<th>.280</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-.215*</td>
<td>.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-.186</td>
<td>.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-.39</td>
<td>.705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World knowledge</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>.150</td>
<td>.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rereading</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-.006</td>
<td>.955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>.101</td>
<td>.358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-.176</td>
<td>.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World knowledge</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>.145</td>
<td>.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-knowledge</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-.076</td>
<td>.453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>-.023</td>
<td>.821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summarizing</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-.086</td>
<td>.432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-.118</td>
<td>.298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraphrasing</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>.091</td>
<td>.394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictionary-use</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>.943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skipping</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>.051</td>
<td>.638</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To discuss the results of the aforementioned Kendall correlation coefficients, the following can be stated. It is necessary to reiterate that none of the coefficients were high enough to be able to state a high positive relationship between the data elicited through the two data elicitation techniques -- the questionnaire and the think-aloud protocol. Thus, the second hypothesis -- there is not a significant
Investigation of Question 2

To answer the second question as to whether there is a significant relationship between the metacognitive strategies elicited through the metacognitive questionnaire and the think-aloud method, first, the questions in the questionnaire matching the strategies elicited from the think-aloud protocols were distinguished. Next, the frequency of use of a certain strategy in the think-alouds were correlated with the answer (1 to 5) chosen on the questionnaire. The Kendall nonparametric correlation analysis was used to analyze the data.

The metacognitive strategies elicited from the think-aloud and the related question or questions on the questionnaire have been correlated. The correlations are tabulated in Table 2.

Table 2. Kendall Correlation Coefficients for Checking the Go-togetherness of the Data Elicited on the Questionnaire and the Think-aloud Technique

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metacognitive Strategy</th>
<th>Reading Question(s) on the Questionnaire</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>Significance (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-.004</td>
<td>.972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skipping</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>2.828</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detecting referents</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictionary use</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General idea</td>
<td>0.503</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parts of Speech</td>
<td>3.039</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key words</td>
<td>6.470</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similarities</td>
<td>1.628</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pausing</td>
<td>8.923</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summarizing</td>
<td>9.447</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraphrasing</td>
<td>2.551</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the 19 chi-square analyses were as follows: six of the results were significant, while the other 13 were not significant. Although six of the chi-square results were significant, the levels of significance were not very much lower than 0.05. On the whole, as a logical conclusion, it can be stated that this hypothesis -- there is not a significant difference between metacognitive reading strategies in reading English and Persian texts -- cannot be rejected. This result was supported by Fitzgerald (1995). She has stated that in the studies she reviewed, metacognitive reading strategies did not differ qualitatively in ESL reading and native-language reading but differed only quantitatively.
were more important for understanding the text than other words), similarities, pausing, summarizing, and paraphrasing

Results and Discussion

Investigation of Question 1

In order to investigate the difference between metacognitive strategy use in English and Persian reading, chi-square analyses were carried out. The chi-square results for the nineteen metacognitive (reading) strategies results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Chi-square Analyses for Checking the Difference Between Using the Metacognitive Reading Strategies in English and Persian

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metacognitive Strategy</th>
<th>Chi-square</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Asymp.sig (2-sided)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guessing</td>
<td>.440</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-knowledge</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>.312</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World-knowledge</td>
<td>3.694</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enunciating</td>
<td>8.078</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing words</td>
<td>.124</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.725</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Procedures
In order to investigate into the three hypotheses just mentioned, the following procedures were carried out. First, the Nelson Reading Test was administered to identify the English reading ability of the subjects. Then a metacognitive reading questionnaire was administered. In the following sessions, the subjects were selected individually, to think aloud on the two texts, separately, while reading. One of the texts was an English text, while the other one was a Persian text. Each think-aloud session took about 35 to 40 minutes. The think-alouds were recorded and later transcribed. After transcription and analysis of the transcriptions, 19 metacognitive strategies were identified. The metacognitive strategies identified were as follows: guessing, self-knowledge (this strategy referred to whether the readers were understanding what they were reading or not), rereading, world knowledge, enunciating (this strategy referred to when readers tried to understand meaning by enunciating words), analyzing words, skipping, monitoring, detecting referents, dictionary use, visualization, general idea, parts of speech, relations (this term referred to when readers tried to relate parts of the text together to make or confirm hypotheses), key words (this term was used when the readers realized that certain words
Method

Subjects
The subjects who participated in this study were seniors at Islamic Azad University and Allameh-Tabatabai University. Of the total 80, 62 subjects were sifted for the study, on the basis of the fact that they had all participated in all phases of the study.

Materials
The materials used in this study were the Nelson Standard Reading Test (Version C, 1977) and a metacognitive reading questionnaire, and four reading passages. The metacognitive questionnaire was devised according to information provided by an open-ended metacognitive questionnaire, administered to subjects similar to the subjects of the study. Moreover the metacognitive questionnaires existing in the literature were also referred to.

Of the four reading texts, two were in English and two were in Persian. The texts were between 130 to 150 words in length. All texts included words that were unfamiliar to the students, (based on informal interviews of some of the subjects). These narrative texts, which also included comprehension questions that followed each text, were used to perform the think-aloud sessions.
Hypotheses

The questions of this study are presented in the form of three null hypotheses.

(1) There is not a significant difference between the kinds of metacognitive reading strategies Iranian EFL learners use while reading in Persian -- their native language -- and English -- their foreign language -- at the high and low levels of English reading proficiency.

(2) There is not a significant relationship between the use of a metacognitive reading strategies questionnaire and the think-aloud elicitation procedure in the kind of data (metacognitive strategies) elicited in the reading of English texts.

(3) There is not a significant difference between the performance of the subjects on the metacognitive questionnaire based on their levels of English reading proficiency.

The null hypotheses have been considered at the 0.05 level of significance.
In another study, Davis and Bistodeau (1993) have considered how L1 and L2 reading differ through think-aloud protocols. The verbalizations were analyzed and the underlying thought processes inferred. Thus, thirteen strategy categories were listed as having been used: (1) individual word focus, (2) intrasentential features, (3) restatement, (4) prediction, (5) confirmation of prediction, (6) reference, (7) inference, (8) associations with prior knowledge, (9) text order, (10) evaluative comments, (11) self-questioning, (12) comments on the task itself, and (13) comments on own behavior. Accordingly, Davis and Bistodeau (1993) concluded that "low linguistic proficiency results in much greater attention to bottom up components of comprehension" (p.468) in both L1 and L2. In addition, it was expressed that the components of the foreign language itself, especially vocabulary, have a powerful impact upon the psychological processing during L2 reading by beginner readers.

In the light of what has just passed, this study attempted an investigation of metacognitive reading strategies in the reading of both English and Persian texts through two data elicitation techniques: the questionnaire and think-aloud technique.
Which data elicitation technique or techniques -- a questionnaire, a diary report, an interview -- is used will depend on the researcher's purpose or purposes.

**Reading Strategies in First and Second Language**

There have been many studies carried out dealing with reading strategies in the L1 and L2. In her study, Block (1992), chose two types of language-based problems to check the monitoring of L1 and L2 readers. The subjects were searching for a referent and dealing with a lexically complex item. She has concluded that, the differences in monitoring by L1 and L2 readers, is mainly due to reading proficiency rather than to language background. The more proficient readers identified the source of the problem more frequently and more explicitly than the less proficient ones. Moreover, Block (1992) stated that "the proficient ESL readers seemed at least as able as the proficient native speakers at recognizing and solving the problem that the text presented" (p.336). Accordingly, both the less proficient L1 and L2 readers were not aware of the problems and did not have the ability or desire to solve or overcome the problem, when they did become aware of the problem. Finally, Block implied that readers are active processors of a text and should be trained to be in control of their own reading instead of being spoon-fed by ready-made texts.
ideas. In this sense, the reading text is not the aim in itself, but a means to becoming a strategic reader.

Data Elicitation Techniques

Oxford (1994) has stated that techniques for assessing students' use of strategies are varied. Among them one can see informal observation, formal observational rating scales, informal or formal interview, group discussions, language learning diaries, dialog journals between student and teacher, open-ended surveys, likert-scaled surveys of strategy frequency, and think-aloud procedures.

It is of importance to note what Cohen (1987) has stated: that no matter which data elicitation technique is used, only learning strategies subjects are conscious of, and/or can recall at that point in time will be reflected to the researcher. It is, undoubtedly, clear that each data elicitation technique has its shortcoming or benefits.

The think-aloud technique, according to Jaaskeleinen (1998), is one of the most comprehensive data elicitation techniques, in that subjects may still have in short-term memory the processes they went through while carrying out the task.
that meaning has gone awry and also being able to call upon various "fix-it" strategies as needed to help in constructing or reconstructing meaning.

Therefore, now, the focus is on what goes on in a person's mind while reading and what will be done if a problem in comprehension arises. Scholars, like Block (1992), have referred to such control as metacognition. She has also maintained that this ability, thinking about what one is doing while reading, develops relatively late because it involves the ability to stand back and observe oneself in action.

Fitzgerald (1995) has compiled a summary of the metacognitive strategies learners use while reading. Some of these strategies are asking questions while reading, rereading, imaging, using a dictionary, anticipating or predicting what is to follow, reading fast or changing speed, thinking about something else while reading or associating, skipping, and summarizing or paraphrasing.

A reading text based on process oriented views of reading emphasizes and tries to foster in the reader what it is that s/he has to do to become an automatically skilled reader. That is, the focus of such a text will not be just for the students to master a certain number of new words or structures, or just to become familiar with some different
strategies a successful reader uses while reading have become the
center of attention.

Klein et al. (1991) define strategic readers as learners who utilize
appropriate strategies for their reading. Such strategies will allow
students to encounter reading in ways that help them incorporate the
necessary thinking skills, the appropriate background knowledge, and
the critical contextual features that are central to comprehension of the
text. Strategic readers approach the reading task with a plan. Klein et
al. (1991) have stated that:

They [strategic readers] do not let the text
dictate how they will read the text . . .
They think about (a) the kind of
text to be read, (b) the purpose of
the reading, and (c) the way
in which they actually do the reading (p.172)

Moreover, strategic readers must be able to analyze their own
thinking, during the reading act, while simultaneously analyzing the
text being read. This act, Klein et al. (1991) referred to as
metacognitive strategies in reading. Another definition of
metacognition in reading, according to Weaver (1990), is recognizing
guide understanding and to aid recall. The third theory, the interactive view of reading, states that reading is both "top-down" and "bottom-up." The top-down view claims that readers interpret a text by mainly relying on knowledge already present in the mind. The bottom-up view refers to relying mainly on graphic information on the page for comprehension. The interactive view takes both the top-down and bottom-up views as being interactive with each other. The fourth view is the metacognitive view, which extends that readers are in full control of their understanding or nonunderstanding of a text.

The most recent trend in reading and probably the most successful one is the metacognitive view, which is also referred to as the strategic reader view by Klein et al. (1991). The next section will elaborate on this view.

**The Strategic Reader View (Metacognitive Processes)**

As Block (1992) has maintained, it is clear that no one can ignore the importance of text-based or linguistic information in reading, nor can anyone disregard the fact that background knowledge will influence the reading product. But process has been neglected. What processes does the reader go through while reading? The
journals, periodicals, and books, it becomes clear that reading and comprehending in English is vital to the academic and leisure life of the Iranian EFL student and all other students.

Various theories or views of reading have attempted to describe what reading is, and how it is done. Dole et al. (1991) referred to the traditional perspective of reading in which readers acquire a set of hierarchically ordered subskills that sequentially build toward comprehension ability. They also stated that the traditional perspective gave its place to the cognitive theory of reading. In this theory readers are known to be equipped with background knowledge that they use in the constructive nature of comprehension.

To have a more complete glimpse at the various reading theories, Fitzgerald (1995) reviewed a great number of recent studies that investigated reading in English as a second language in the United States. She distinguished four theories of reading, reported in the literature.

The first one is the psycholinguistic view of reading that states that readers sample texts, make and test hypotheses and predictions, relying on their own background knowledge about how language works. The second view, the schema theory, reiterates that readers use schemata, which are systematically organized units of information, to
And it was also proved that the kinds of metacognitive strategies elicited while using a metacognitive reading questionnaire dealt very superficially with the task while the data gathered during the think-alouds were more specific and dealt more deeply with the task at hand. Thus, it is possible that metacognitive reading strategies developed for reading Persian texts may transfer to the reading of English texts or vice versa. Moreover, the choice of data elicitation technique depends on the researcher’s purpose(s) and the context of the study.

Key Terms

Metacognitive reading strategies: The strategies that are used by readers to understand a text specially when meaning has gone “awry” as the term is used by Weaver (1990).

Think-aloud technique of data elicitation: Use of this technique allows the researcher to find access to the processes that go on in the reader’s mind as s/he states them out loud while carrying out the process or very immediately after it.

Introduction

Alongside advances brought about in international communications, specially the internet, and due to the fact that access to the most up-to-date information in any field of speciality is possible only through the ability to comprehend written English in the forms of
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Abstract

Of the purposes of this study one was to see whether the metacognitive reading strategies used by Iranian EFL students reading an English text used the same kind of metacognitive strategies as those used by them while they were reading a Persian text. The other aim was to check whether the data (concerning metacognitive reading strategies) elicited through a questionnaire and the think-aloud technique were comparable.

The results manifested that there is not a difference between the frequency of use of metacognitive reading strategies used while reading Persian and English texts.